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commanding
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but cooler weather today and tomor- have neither of them been in robust'
United States border patrol west of
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every
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urge him to come here or send a cloBe cises, so he outfitted in the private car The action of the caucus last night in such safeguards as will end control
of ouster issued, aime time ago,
cavalry and Battery C, Sixth artillery, order
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result
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go
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saul
Chairman
Glass,
of the .fin wj m)t e ma(Je
"r. uixon carries with him the
west. Mr. Trowbridge says that Santa
PUT IN JAIL
(Jt of
Douglas, Ariz., June 2S. Ojeda's
,..
Fe is ideally a tourist town, and one, If'entical flag which was raised on house committee, told linn that the Irrspect to the, com'.
federal army has been scattered, the
Relief at Detroit.
,at tlle Fort Wads wort n committee would not be ready to re- the plan is presented.
Huerta commander is himself a fugiJune 28. Cool breezes which if the people of the east knew Ke,,l'"aI'
Louisville, Ky., June 28. Chief of
Detroit,
port before July li.
tive, and the rebellious state troops, Police Lindsey today issued a blanket blowing off Lake St. Clair brought more about, they would not miss visit-- exercises, and also on a phonograph h';
victorious in the seven days' battles order for the arrest of wearers of split relief from the intense heat to Delroit ing, and many of them would finally (l"'ries a mesflage to the Indians
COLLECTORS' FORCE
here to Jive, a nortion of the le(:t flom ,lle president of the United BOV
around Ortiz, are expected to enter skirts without protecting undergar- today.
GET
the
of
footinterior
States,
the
federal
secretary
CUT FROM 162
year at least, They go to Denver toGuaymas today, the last
Three Dead in Cincinnati.
ments.
and the commissioner of Indian afMESSAGE TO
hold in Sonora.
"A number of women have been apCincinnati, June 28. Three deaths morrow.
DOWN TO
fairs.
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each
Governor
from
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to
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be
what
sage
Pesquiera
in dresses which the laws of decency day
promised
pueblo will receive a magnificent
Washington, D. C, June 28. Secreto his cousin, Roberto Pes forbid and I believe this is without tn'8 city's hottest day thus far this DIUERS SEARCH
American Hag which they will be ask-- i
Chicago, 111., June 28 President tary McAdoo today designated the colFOR DEAD IN
quiera, former revolutionary agent ai duubt a disorderly act," says the summer. The resumption of the deit to fly over their
pueblo as symbol- Wilson's message to mayor Harrison lectors and deputy collectors ot cuslivery of ice despite the fact that the
Washington.
chief's order.
STEAMER
HOLD
ical of their Interest in and love for was delivered into the hands of the toms who will have charge of the
A thousand Yaqui Indians have been
strike
continues,
probably
prevented
"1 refer, to skirts which are split up
latter at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon ports of the United States after the rethe United States.
sent in pursuit of the flying and scat- the side, exposing the limb. As long more fatalties.
68, organization on July 1. One hundred
New York, N. Y., June 28. Divers
commandLeaving here Monday evening, the by Louren Chenoweth of troop
tered federals by the rebel
ai an undergarment is worn beneath St. Louis, Mo., June 28. The tem wore
A little
more and thirteen collectors lose their Jobs
summoned to search for bodies ignet will he taken to Gallup where Chicago boy scouts.
er. General Obregon.
the split dresses, it is all right, but
The vanguard of the rebels reached where a flagrant exposure is made, it perature at 2 o'clock was 9G degrees in the hold of the Standard Oil tanklv staKe tne Zuni and Navajo reserva- than four days was consumed in the because their offices are abolished.
journey of the missive by relays from Hereafter there will be only 4!) collections will be visited.
Empalme just out of Guaymas before is the duty of the police to make ar- The heat cauhed a vitrified brick Dave-- ! steamer. Mohawk wrecked l
tors.
ment to expand and break with a loud terday by the explosion of two hun- - When it arrives in Santa Fe tonight, Washington.
noon today, according to advices re- rests."
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In most cases the present collectors
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crack was cut dred tons of fuel oil. Checking lip tlle Signet will have traveled 37T7
Chief Lindsey said that women who noise.
nhows that probably no more than r,iles 011 its big journey. By the time hustled the haversack over the final will be retained In charge of the disOjeda escaped fron; the Yaquis, have the "nerve" to appear on the across the street.
who pursued him from Ortiz and San-t.'- .
four of the crew perished. Of the half "ie tr'P llas Been completed, which leg of the race from Jackson park. tricts. The secretary has designated
streets in split dresses will not mind
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Rosa, and arrived in Guaymas in a little
drzen
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San
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Calif.,
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have captured more than 400. Obre
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and now ing business in this state and issued
gon has said nothin so far about his Cooney, former president
Rolliu
L. Dixon, H. Trevor
il.ixon,
Hood Hiver, Ore., June 28. Fire
treasurer of the Newsboys club, has a temporary order restraining the
own losses.
Washington, T. C, June 2S. The
Senate.
Teeth, M. Harris Cole, Montgomery
from cancelling
the $500,000 saw mill of the
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1912 cotton crop of tiie United States
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ever
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the entire
ney general.
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final
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making
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tionalist cause in Mexico, through his
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that the quantity of lint wan
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the PERRY'S FLAG TO STAY
Washington, D. C, June 28. With- the mass of documents forwarded by agreement
templates a heroic figure of an Indian,
in
in
state
a
to
said
body
pursuance
the
attorney general, the committee
IN TOLEDO UNTIL JULY 5. (ii1 feet high, on a pedestal 7 feet high
out waiting for the house judiciary
was forced to recess to attend a ses- unlawful agreement or to cancel their
hich in turn will be superimposed on
D. C, June 28
In re- committee to act upon Representa- sion of the house. Chairman
Washington,
of-on
thiB
in
in
state
Gettysburg, Pa., June '28
property
50,000 men in the prime of life, but
Clayton policies
offi-i- a
to
an
magnificent building which will be fleers watching the. crowds ofArmy
from
sponse
urgent
to
request
Attorney
said
Kahn's
resolutions,
tive
when one considers that the average
said Mr. McReynolds had submitted pursuance
visitors
agreement."
cers of the Toledo museum of art, looted to a museum of the American iand veterans
arriving to participate In 'age of the veterans is 72 years, the
General McReynolds today sent to all the papers in the case.
In
the
museum
rdian.
Admiral
Rear
Blue,
will
be
rooms!
the exercises commemorating
acting secretary
the tif task before those in charge of the
"Among these," he said, "are many NEW GOVERNOR TAKES
congress all the correspondence reOFFICE IN GEORGIA. oi me navy, loaay granted permission fitted up for the various distinctive tieih anniversary of the battle of Get- - camp is vastly more difficult.
lating to the postponements of the which if wade public might prejudice
for
to
the
institution
.ue
Commor.iues.
ciiu aweuers ot Aew Alex- ;tyshurg, said today that the event will
keep
The real invasion of the quaint litwhite slave cases and the trials of the cases. The commitAtlanta, Ga., June 2S. John M.
Perry's flag until July 5 when ica will be there; the Aztecs, and alii go down in history as one of the great-th- tle border town began early today. It
Western Fuel company indictments tee desires to weed out all the papers Slaton today was Inaugurated gover- dore
will then be taken by Ensign Low-rdifferent tribes and Indians epochs lest
or its kind ever witness-o- f Is expected to reach its height by
which caused the recent resignation relating to the postponement of the nor of Georgia, succeeding Joseph M. it
and placed on
historic and prehistoric times will led. The officers said that the masni- - tomorrow night and gallantly the lit- frigate
of United States Attorney McNab at case and until that has been done the Brown. In his inaugural address,
Niagara to remain there with other no represented.
A magnificent library tude of the undertaking would be dit tie borough of four thousand
has
San Francisco.
Governor Slaton advocated
correspondence will not be made
economy Perry relics throughout a cruise of containing books devoted to the
to grasp even if the encamp-- tackled the proposition of caring for
After struggling for two hours with
in state affairs.
the great lakes.
aians of America will also be a
were for the entertainment of its guests,
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A Special Sale

THIS WEEK

COULD DIE

40.

isanaaic

Wood

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

DIVIDED

ON

MRS. BRYAN AS

ment Ringworm Disappeared.

(My GilBon Card n nr.)
Washington, D. V,., June 2S.
strongest argument in favor ot

The
Presi
dent Wilson's plan for banking and
( urrency
legislation is the very evi
dent and united opposition of the
crowd which favored the Aldrich plan.
This opposition was voiced at the session of (he American Bankers' association at Atlantic City. P'rom the
point of view of the man In the street
it is a safe plan to favor anything
v hlch is opposed
by the National
f. ankers' association.
It is not that
bankers do not understand banking,
it is that bankers, if permitted to leg
islate, would legislate more in their
Ihown interest than in the interest of
the public.
iii

2073 Ogdcn St., Denver. Colo. "About
four years ano 1 was bothered dreadfully
with ringworm around my mouth. I did
not pay much attention to it at first, although it looked bad. It spread rapidly
The
and Itched and burned dreadfully.
first thing I knew my arms from the elbows
down were covered with ringworm, and my
face seemed worse.
"I got some medicine which relieved the
Itching and sort of dried up the ringworm
but It kept coming back. I decided to let
the medicine go, and I scratched them
until tbey were sore. At that time there
mu::t have been four on my face. One
extended from the corner of my mouth
under my chin. That was the largest one,
but the smaller ones looked as bad for they
weio kept fiery red from my scratching.
Each of these red blotches was raised about
one .sixteenth of an inch, and the ceuters
were covered with pieces of dried skin giving
them a very rough appearance.
"One day I accidentally got hold of a
small piece of Cuticura Soap, and in a
few days I noticed how much good it was
doing me. I kept on using the Soap, and
spoke of it to a friend of mine. She told
me of the Cuticura Ointment, and by using
both, the ringworm disappeared in a short
time." (Signed) Miss Helen Magce, June

lllllll,,,l,l,l,l,l,l.l,l,l,l,l,t,l
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That the:
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deal-w-
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WKET For.
I

RE ST PUKE.

ft)
THE SQUARE

PAYS "Y
WE KNOW IT, AND YO
HARDWARE FROM US. WE
CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR PO
SUCCEED BY SELLING THE BEST
ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS
WE CA
COME IN IF YOU BELIEVE IT, CO
FROM
YOUR

DEAL

US

KNOW IT."
YOU'LL GET IT
U'LL KNOW IT, TOO. IF YOU BUY
DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
OR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
FOR A FAIR AND HONEST PRICE.
N PROVE IT.
IF YOU DOUBT IT.
MB IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN.
OU

the
To the extent of $5iHI,iiiiO,i)i)0
government would become a vendor of
credit to business men seeking loans
under the proposed administration
WOOD-DAVI- S
'currency law. The small business man
jtculd borrow at commercial rates 11. 1911.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PRAIRIE DOGS
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are PHONE 14.
when Wall
from the government
Liberal sample of
bankers refused him credit. It sold throughout the world.
AND GRAZING t.treet
32-AdSkin Book.
Is true the money would go through each mailed free, with
dress
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Uoston."
the channels of local banks and disTender-faced
use Cuticura
men
should
Washington, June 2S. As a detail trict reserve banks down from the Soap Shaving Stick. 25c.
Sample free.
of its campaign against prairie dogs
I
but for practical
on the sheep and cattle ranges of the treasury department,
the result would be partici
purposes
DePETITION FOR THE
west, the Biological Survey of the
pation by the government in the credit
partment of Agriculture is using car- market of the nation. Fearing that
BOND
in connection with
bon bisulphides
the money trust wi'l not always be
for
tons
of
the
grain
poisoned
eight
public and will
extermination of the little pests on i'Hir to the commercial
Farmington, June 2S. The teachers
le
averthe ranges of the Coconino .National always be willing to a nd to the It is tor the Farmington school have been j
fair rate.
age business man at
Forest, Arizona.
law that the govern (elected by the school board for the
( nsuing
Survey proposed by this
Generally the Biological
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
school year. They are Prof.
works to prevent the extinction of ment, under the supervision of a board I.. B. Baughman, who will have cTTarge
of
which
the
for
of
control,
president
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporbirds and mammals.
In the present
rf the school again, having served two
instance it justifies its war against the I'nited States becomes personally very satisfactory terms,
Mr.
tant
Johnson,
compart. The grandfather would
prairie dogs on the principle of the responsible, will loan an ordinary
of St. Louis, Mo who will act in the
determinto
be
rates
at
mercial
be
bubonic
amazed
at the radiance of the mod- paper
the
plague
campaign against
of assistant principal, and
rat and squirrel, or against the rab ed by the board of control. Thus the capacity
Misses
Edna
Baughman, Nell Clonch.
ern home and why all this light? To
bit which girdles fruit trees.
government threatens to become a Lena
Kicketts, Bessie Pennington and
The damage done by the prairie dog, competitor of the money trust and
make the home more homelike to make
Mealeuh Wright. With the exception
it is pointed out, affects tlm stock-- thus the money trust is heard to pro- - o:'
.Mr. Johnson, the last year's teachthe home the most pleasant spot on earth
raising industry in two ways. First, test violently against placing interest ers were all reinstated as
gave
they
in
bare
acres
and
are
rates
credit
neigh-laid
the
discount
many
rrtes,
for father, mother and children. Good light
of prairie dog villages, and orally tinder the control of "politics." good Bervice.
for
Contracts
nine
have
months
cat-!
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
the amount of food available for
Substitute for the word "politics,"
Sec- - the words
tie is proportionately reduced.
"public opinion," and the been drawn up and signed. There was
desired.
ond. valuable
animals,
true. Public some little doubt as to whether or
becomes
frequently statement
horses, have to be killed after they opinion under the proposed system "ot nille months school could be held
have broken a leg in a prairie dog would dictate rates of interest, which owing to the new adjustment in the
of taxation, but it was finally
nolo.
would operate in competition with the
According to the department's ex- ) t.les of interest dictated by the money decided that it was possible, and the
school board acted accordingly.
pert the stock industry has unwitiing- - trust.
!ly favored the increase of prairie dogs
The Karmington school opens about
the first of September this year.
by killing off coyotes that prey upon
not
is
satisfied
Brlstow
Senator
s(ock, but are also natural enemies
Petitions for the issuance of $50,000
with the administration's proposed
of the prairie dogs.
and bridge bonds are being cirroad
Last year on the Cochetopa Nation- currency legislation. He says the law culated in the county. The first elec-t;oal Forest of Colorado fifteen tons of rlaces too much power in the discrefor $3',0oo was carried, but was
poisoned oats freed some i!(5,00(i acres tion of a small number of men w)io faulty. A second petition was sent in,
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
the
of
are
the
of grazing land from prairie dogs. On
appointees
president, t ut the commissioners failed to adverIENT
as
to touch the button and
the
would
door
to
open
the Pike Xationai Forest, in the same lie says this
tise the election in time, which defeatstate, seven tons of oats were used to favoritism. He would have the banks ed it. This is the third try. and it is
is ready to cook your
stove
your
clear 60,000. This year five or six becure currency not as a result of the hoped that the election will at least
iron ready to use, your toasted
tons of the poisoned grain only waa favor of any board, of control, but in bo
called according to law.
fixed Ity
used on the Cochetopa and three tons compliance with conditions
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
Farmington is going to hold a big
sufficed for the Pike.
law. Then, he says, all banks, little
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
It. is estimated that, on all the. N'a- - and big, would know just where tltf sy Fourth of July celebration. Prizes
tional Forests about 278,000 acres, stantl and would be able to secure have been offered for all kinds ofj
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat1'E.ces and
sports. The Farmington
which have been rendered worthless equally the advantages offered.
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
will
bund
furnish music. Two ball
for grazing purposes by prairie dogs
for
a
two moving j
games,
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
picnic
have been restored to their former
dinner,
An
in favor of
usefulness. Since it takes on the aver- the eloquent argument law is found picture shows and dance, beside all
and night' Estimates and full inforday
currency
the horse and foot races at the fair
age 40 acres to support one cow, or in thepresident's
mation
fact that the New York Times
cheeerfully given.
eight sheep, this means a gain in the is opposed to it. The Times is a grounds, promise to make the day a
one. The Fourth over,
very
lively
carrying capacity of the range
to run 6,050 cattle or 55,60 J typical organ of New York's worst plans will be developed for the hold- tanks. It voices Wall street sentiment
'sheep.
ing of the 34th annual Farmington
In 190S the government began to just as faithfully as the Sun did for fair.
r,
It
no
in
time
loses
sayany years.
carry out this campaign, and in 1D1.1
is
worked on a large scale; it was. so ing that the proposed legislation
Indians and Indian dances will be
successful that in 1 f 2 the quantity "paternal," is "centralized," and is a big feature at the Fourth of
July
Aldrich
the
"worse
than
proposal,"
iof poison put out was doubled. Thi3
celebration at Santa Fe.
year's campaign is one of cleaning up 3,1(1 tllRt " savors ot Bryan and Pop-thareas where there was almost com-- ulism." This ought to help the bill
!l 'tPHONE 85 MAIN.
plete extermination in 11)12.
Every Woman
Write to: Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Ladies
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., tor St'iia.
instrurtirins on your case and
book, "Home
Treatment (or Women," in plain wrapper, NX. 122

HARDWARE

COMPANY.
PHONE

post-car- d
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W SUMMER TOURIST FARES
EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO
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SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

5QUARE PETAL

Just ask our.

Sell The Best that's

I

AND

-

Customers Wmethetr
or not Wet (3iVe Tnen

j

M
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Also Around Mouth. Spread Rapidly.
Itched and Burned Dreadfully. By
Using Cuticura Soap and Oint-

CHAUFFER.

ti

III

9
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"BUY IT OF CRICHTON.
Phone One Double

ARE

WITH

THE WILSON PLA- N- NATIONAL VOTER'S

ut

oal

INTERESTS

LEAGOE ORGANIZED

ER GROCERY GO.
IPHOISTJE

DIFFERENT

Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place,
"I wished I would die and be relieved
my puttering, trom womanly troubles.
1 could not
get up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
most of the time. 1 could not do my
housework.
The least amount of work tired me
out. My head would swim, and i would
tremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact,
1 am sound and
well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make them strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-osystem.
If you area woman, suffering from any
of the numerous symptoms of womanly
trouble, take Cardui. Jt will help you.
an aruggists.

THIS WEEK!

!

BIG QUESTION

And Be Free From Her Troubles,
but Finds Better Way.

BEANS

DYER PORK

IS THE ARMS COVERED

CURRENCY

WISHED SHE
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$12.10.
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East
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Iwi'Hiff.
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or
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For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

N

j
j

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution "

the

by

S.

U

War Department.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

j

Located

in the beautiful Peco
Valley, 3,700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourin
America.
elsewhere
teen officers and Instructors, alt
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Regents

suffi-icie-

j

national voter's league has been
organized to keep tab on congress,
There have been municipal voter's
leagues to keep tab on city councils
land state voter's leagues to keep tab
Harrison, Ohio. .Tune 2S. Robert on state
legislatures. Now comes
"
"
Haines wllh a national voter's
I.ynn
V
J
this place, employed by the Big our
,' not. imagine what was!,league, on whose executive comtnit-Hailroacould
f
"erbert S Bigelow, of
doing when he awakened and found
h '
ot the direct leg- in the town
locked

For particulars and illustrated
address,

cata-ogu-

COL. JAS.W.WILLSON,Supt.

i

up

jail.

lenver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

su.., auueni Hi.g.ii ueia..
wiiue waiiueiing aiounu in a irance.
'notified the neighbors and Night Policeman Riser. While a search was
being made throughout the neighbor-l.ood by the police and excited neighbors Barnes was peacefully sleeping
in the town prison. His cries later attracted attention and- he was released
without being fined by Mayor
.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
:TO
.

.

.

$16.35
18.15

St. Louis
Chicago.

$47.35
51.85
. 62.85
Detroit .
. 66.45
Buffalo .
New York City 78.85
.
.
.
.

.

.

21.10
Sa,tnLoeCity ( 40.00
St. Paul. . . 51.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
Denver,

.

.

.

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
239 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

te"f.
ff'.

Cinc.n-himsel-

&""'J

league;

It.

,A

tfil

Intewmfcd and should
know about the wonderful
Is

STirt2.

Marvel

,naklug firm; Fred S. Jackson,

ex-re-

resentative from the Fourth Kansas
district to congress, and Stiles P.
Jones, secretary of the municipal
voter's league.
A field secretary has been employed, Francis
Bird, an economist and
graduate of Dartmouth, and post-gra-

t jffpmtS
Askyourdrueclstfor ft. If he cannot supAaE ufffel!c
ply the MARVEL,
X& MiM
accept no other, but
qcv
ffk
send stamp for book.
X&jfy
aS
MrvelCD..44E.23ilSt..ll.Y.

Mi

the Retailer

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

seems to us that ft is a
guarantee of quality when a
manufacturer places his product
in good retail shops of the country and then helps the retailer
edvertlse it to the public in the
daily newspapers the one aveeverybody

ev.

First of all it means that the
manufacturer

T- -

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

Battle ol

NOVELTY WORKS.
104

Galisteo Street

BBeiliisliMrg

104

It

nue of reaching
erywhere.

AJt1

VfQOGI

J.R RHOADS

Backing Up

d

uate of Wisconsin University.
The
league Intends to keep the record ol
every member of the house and senate
and furnish these records tit election
time to constituents of these gentleState of Ohio, city ot Toiedo, Lucas men. This work was undertaken
rive
county, bs.
years ago
(the people's lobby,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be which lastedbyabout
two years. If v as
is senior partne.- of the firm of F. J. then undertaken
Collier'B Congresby
Cheney & Co., doing business In the sional bureau, which hab been doing
City of Toledf
County and State good work, but has found thj task
aforesaid, ano nat said firm will pay rather heavy.
jtlie sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
The wife of the secretary of state
LARS for each and every case of Ca- runs her own
the secretarrh that cannot be cured by the use tory of state gasolineas car,
a passenger
riding
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
and others taken on hospitably in the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
rear seats. Thus have democracy and
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Mrs.
eimple life come to Washington.
In my presence, this 6th day of DeBryan was seen In her role of chaufcember, A, D. 1SSG.
feur, tooling her car away from the
A. TV. GLEASOX,
(Seal.)
capitol building on the day President
Public.
Notary
Wilson read his currency message to
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- - congress. The carburetor
gagged for
ally and acts directly upon the blood a few minutes and the genial secre
and mucous surfaces of the system.
tary beamed more genially while Mrs.
Send for testimonials, free.
B, wrestled with it after the approved
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
fashion of automobile drivers.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- Reduced rates on all roads to
stlpatton.
Fe, July 4th.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

uoucne

Commons,

Barnes, while in a somnambulistic
of
economy at the
state walked out of his bed room, prof,,ssor 0I- pollt.cai
Wisconsin; Mrs .Borden
,Tluvel.sity
crossing the street to the jail, entered Harr,
prominent in social and foil cell and pulled the spring-locdoor dstrial work , Xew York
city. Fred.
His
wife
fhtit. imprisoning himself.
erlck c . HowP, (lirector of the pe0p,e's
rueanwhile missed her husband, and j,lstjU)te in New
York; charles H,
aware that he was a somnambulist and :lllgerso)1 of ,he weU.known watch- -

iciiiiB

Pueblo

A

SLEEPWALKER IN
JAIL BY OWN ACT

j

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

Col'do Springs

CAPITAL COAL YARD

1

has

perfected
something worth while worth
advertising; then that he is
enterprising in wishing to distribute his merchandise through
the leading dealers in a community; and, finally, that those
same dealers in lending their
approval and their reputations
to this plan of distribution believe In the goodness of the arti-

cle Itself.

It also means that the publio
Is thus doubly insured and may
therefore depend upon merchandise advertised jointly by both

Makes Fly Screens that fit.
Porch Screens giving comfort.
Step Ladders that last.
Fly Traps that catch.
Repairs your Furniture right.
'

July 1st to 4th, 1913.
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.

Upholsters.

$67.35

In fact, does this an j and many more
things in exchange for real money.

Dates of Sale, June 23rd to July 2nd.
Return Limit, July 17th, 1913.

::

SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed,

j

TERMS CASH.

j

y
m

y

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combine!
A

Desk UnH with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination

deskaiMbookcaseettad.

W

Take Santa Fe All The Way.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
SAXTA FE, yrw mexico.

,NEW MEXICAN PEINTING CO.
..Looal Agents for

II

manufacturer and retailer.

Manufacturers
who want to
help their retail dealers are
gradually learning that the daily
newspaper offers the best avenue. .Through the daily newspaper the manufacturer can create
a direct demand upon his dealers. No other medium will do
this so economically or so

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
GETTYSBURG, PA.,

its advantages

and pcZ

Wities. CiJlwifttotpboaci
us about it.
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The Joy Of
Coming Motherhood

the county clerk's office.
Chas. Hughes, comity clerk,
gone to Arizona for a week on

MIMBRES VALLEY
MAKES PROGRESS:

us.
Airs. A. H. Child is in Kl I'uso

DEM1NG NOTES

A Wonderful Remedy That U a Natural
Aid and Relieve the Tension.

Deming, N. M., June 2.S. A strange
r"m-Klufter-- 1
.Mfxiutm run amuck Thursday
Mother's Friend, n famous extornnl
is Hie onlv one known that Is uliln to ntion on the street in
the.
of
front,
It
Touch all the different parts involved.
Doming Mercantile cotiipany, throw n!
glass bottle smashing It against a"
Irioor mid !i niece nf heavv class hit:
'.Jim Kealy in l he forehead, cutting a
serious gash in Ills head. Mr. Kealy

has
busl-i-

f

this

day to secure such funds. It is
charged that he decoyed the girl upon
the promise of good salary and of
teaching her how to run a show to the
iMiion
depot on the morning of the
24th, that they walked together up the
railroad to a point near the roundhouse, where it is alleged the crime
was committed, that Kscalante (lagged
the Santa Fe passenger train which lie
hoarded with the girl going to Hurley.
Officers in Hurley arrested him upon
Sheriff
furnished
information
by
Stephens over the telephone, .lir.i
Kealy and the father. Miguel Ochoa.
cut to Hurley in the alternoon in an
automobile and brought back both the

week visiting her sister, Mrs. Daniel
Monodue.
S. P. Reynolds and brother arrived
ii, Deming Wednesday huving driven
tmough the country from Tulare counThese gentlemen 'exty, California.
I'eot 1o locate in this Valley. 1 hey say
Hint, their father came through the
Mlmbros valley in 18.11, following tin;
old ltutterlield trail which crosses the
.Vimbres river at Old Town. They
way their father often sneaks of stopgin ana
plug for several days in this valley.
0. ,T. lnce, or Denver. Colo., has sue-- ,
ceeded A. H. Lowe as operator in the QDIMFM TQ WOODS
.......... . ...w.
l I) IIM,
utiiv.
UfnC ARF
ci mpan.v.
,T.
Mrs.
Carter, of League City.
i
iln.
erruw now are visi..- TeXUH. and .W is.
v,ll. I,,,,,, -'if
" rtt.
.iai
.wiuu..
-

TO BE IN STYLE:
So Says ldah McGlone Gibson, who
illustrator,
willi the famous fashion
Helen Dryden, takes a peep at New
York summer styles on Fifth avenue
for ilie readers of the Daily New
Mexican.

Immediately arrested the Mexican and
he-- was taken to the county jail.
No
....iiu..
.,,.,iiiil Vnf liiu ftetintl
tor--:
the
after
Is a penetrating application
The Mimbres Valley Alfalfa Farms
inula of a noted family doetnr. and liilninerve, tissue or tendon company has received u carload of
eatrs every inusi-leaffected. It goes directly to the girained farm implements, consisting of mold-- j
portions and gently but surely relieves all I.. .1
,1... ..Inii.u rtlu.. (I ,rr'U
tendency to soreness or strain.
no
no
be
will
seeders and other mi-use
tliere
maize
beam
and
pain,
its
daily
By
dtttti'css, no nausea, no danger of laceration
olmncmfu fiw tha nrriHPen f inn of farm
be
one
will
the
aud
period
or other accident,
.,
work. ti,
i,,,r, vuutnrrtnv
if iiinrema comfort and joyful anticipation
icu,
.
A argU.U'g 'ut'ir menu .n.-oaimo.
of beans.
To all younsr women Mother's Friend Is ir.edino o.oi
g,,t , tll(, nuaillg Ol SIX CllMllieil,
one of the greatest of all helpful I nil unices, iuereiiire of cane, also
wife
who have been; three boys and three girls, huddled in,
will
K. I). Almy and
fur it robs childbirth of all its aifontes and
at his father'. in shack in the woods east of tills city,
vacation
of
his
the
first
be
and
doubt
and
s
all
beginning
pending
dread,
the
planted,
dangers, dispels
the mind
may be taueu against, tne
all sense of fear, and thus enablesnVI.111
limn acres will be seeded to al- A. A. Almy s of this place, have
In fl- July
.1,1.
1..
r.,.1.11 t.ct
nwni,
...
aim U"UJ I" aW.III. i... rnmnietoil ir
to l.os Angeles, where they lints by the officers,
There are now four irrigation
.....ati'd llfn will, nnt
lioness, UH UI
The boys and K"'ls were from two:
Mother's Friend Is a most cherished wells in operation, capable of deliver-remed- will spend a week with Mrs. Almy's
were:
The girls
in thousands of homes, and is of;.
,
of father and mother, going on lo lirem- (different families.
cim0
gallons
aggregate
"'
such peculiar merit, and value as to make it
2. S and 9 years, while the boys
.
Mr.
is
where
Wash.,
Almy
I1HIIULV-il
be
erton,
all
recommended
ono
to
Utlll'I
by
essentially
were lo. 12 and
years.
mm ,.c r.iflo Hum's fiftleei's.
women.
The town site of Miesse on the timet
Yon will find It on sale al nil drug stores
The police asseri that the fathers
Geo. W. Warren, of St. l.ouis, is in
at $1.00 a bottle, or the druggist will gladly, northern part of' the Alfalfa Farms
have deserted the mothers of the;
get It for you it' you insist upon it. Moth- company's tract, has been grubbed and the valley prospecting.
d
er's Friend is prepared only by the
and that the little ones were
children
W,
O.
of
the
been
U
streets
have
Everett
a
the
Williams,
of
Atgradpart
ltegulator Co., 1:17 Lamar Bldg.,
the woods by the mothers,!
to
driven
will
who
send
mall,
by
you
of
lanta, Oa.,
Kerr company
Minneapolis, Minn.,
ed. A contract has been let for an
sealed, a very Instructive hook to expectant
make room for hoarders.
Heed & Maxwell, and is in the valley Investigating possibil-1to
hotel
It
Write
for
mothers,
construction work will begin next Jities of pumping water for irrigation.!
NEIGHBORLY ADVICE
Mondav. The struo'ure is to be of This company has a tract of land near
221,oim
on
dash
a
finish,
adobe with
Midland, Texas, comprising
pebble
eely Given by a Santa Fe Citizen.
NO ENGINEER
the old Spanish style of architecture, acres which be contemnlates irrigat-means of pumping water from
The
broad
with
with
iiig
porches.
by
patio
TRAIN RUNS MILES hotel will be finished
When one has suffered tortures
ornamentally as the underflow. The company is inter- 't'loin a bad back and found relief from;
much as that style of architecture per- ested in securing data from the pumpSalt Lake City, June 28. As the mits, it will be capable of accommo- ing district as to the feasibility of irri the aches and pains, that person's ad--j
vice Is of untold value to friends and
I'nion Pacific's westbound Overland dating 25 guests.
gation by means of the pump.
The following neighborly:
Limited was Hearing Church Huttes,
neighbors.
Caliconsul
of
M.
vice
O.
for
left
Milster
E.
Norway,,
Thos.
Otis,
today
advice conies from a Santa re resi-- i
Wyo., at night Fireman .1. B. Hurley
11.
A.
with
or
a
Los
will spend
located at
week
Angeles,
found that Engineer Alfred Nelson fcrnia where he
dent.
A
mid .Ins V. Itu.triwill
in roeruiitinn
Ul'e ill!
.nvv.i IvrtohipIrii
was missing from his post.
'"- tnnUinir iin Inrno t rinds of land
Agnpina "
PaItamW
will
his
Southern
take
is
place
The train was stopped and then run
Garcia St., Santa Fe. New Alex., says:
, this
a
ot
state
with
view
the
cific
part
operator.
back over 'the road for several miles,
"One of my relatives was in a very
S. Lindauer left today for Panama to acquiring a large tract for colonizbut no truce of the missing engineer
condition with dropsy and
critical!
if
the
of
Mr.
Koebig
He will ation purposes.
for several months vacation
could be found.
trouble. She. was attended by
It is not known how .long the train visit his son Herman who is in Costa Arm of Koebig & Koebig, consulting kidney
doctors and they said she
two or
an en- Rica before returning to Deming. Din-- ! hydraulic and civil engineering and couldn'tthree
had been miming without
be cured.
Furthermore, they
irri-tliMr.
an
also
is
Koebig
gineer, but it is believed that Nelson iug his absence his son Sampson has surveying.
said she would1 not live more than a
was knocked from his seat as the train
management of the Lindauer Mer-- f'.ation engineer.
were
Fred Killinan, ol kock napuis, ia., month or so. Doan's Kidney Pills
passed over a bridge which spans (;f ntile companv.
his friend, George brought to her notice and she began
It, here visiting
,,
Blacksmiths Fork Creek about ten
taking them. Four boxes cured her.
I't nsac.
miles from Church Buttes.
Ga., are visiting her brother.
lln
W 11 Cenel.-eljeen emnlnved have used Doan's Kidney Pills for
After searching for two hours the Americus,
F. H. Matthews, of this place.
t
train proceeded to Granger, where anbv the Continental Oil company as as- backache hat clung to me for quite
One box rid me of the trouble.
The Bank of Denting is having an sistant to t lie local manager,
H. awhile.
V.
other engineer was supplied. A search20x43 feet
Since then, when a cold has settled on
ing party dragged the creek for Nel- addition put to its building
Jennings.
and caused a slight attack
brick with basement which will serve
son's body.
Pedro llscalante, a Mexican employe n p y kidneys
,.
1.
T
O!
oacuacue,
las a store room for the bank, N. A. r
hn
eh
wh
ennmnnv
uuniu',. I.'i.l...... Pills
on,numit
to bring me around
bunk
failed
and
store
never
the
l.'olich's
have
goods
two
dry
for
A substitute in medicine is never
been showing in Deming
1 have
con
given a public,
for the benefit of the buyer. Never be hotel. Samuels & Son have the
weeks, was arraigned in the justice ' Bood shape.
statement before, telling how good;
tract.
with
court
to
morning
charged
but
Thursday
pursuaded
buy anything
Foley's
I am
pleased tw
The Park hotel is having private the rape of Marguerite Ochoa, a Mex-- ! loan's Pills are aud
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
them
recommend
again."
its
all
of
baths
and
installed
14
of
adjoining
ican girl under
age,
and colds for children or for grown
years
For sale by all dealers. Price "') j
persons. It is prompt and effective. rooms.
daughter of Miguel Ochoa. The case
Co., Buffalo,
H. H. Kelly's new $10,000 residence was postponed until next Tuesday at cents.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton.
It contains no has been begun, the fundation already ten o'clock a. m. upon representation New York, sole agents for the United
Take no
substitute forjla'd.
by the defendant that he did not have, Plates.
opiates.
the name Doan's and
Leona Walker has returned from Kl sufficient funds to employ an attorney,! Remember
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
no other.
in and that it. would take him until Tues-JtakThe Capital Pharmacy.
Paso and has accepted a position
,
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Pull Your Pompadour In!
Let Your Waist Line Way Out!
Costume!
Wear an
Don't Fail to Have a Slashed Skirt!
With
And Then Cover Your Skin
Ugly Brown Cubist Powder!

Is only
New York, .limit Js.
one fashion artist wh.i can do pictorial
juslice to the doilies that New York
women iif now wearing;, and that is
said to myself as
Helen Dryden,"
came down out of Waldorf "peacock
alley" and walked down Fifth avenue
Wcrds cannot describe the costumes
1

used with discretion, it gives one a; this was worn a light cream skirt.
with brilliant
look of healthy tan. The .little chorus A brown poke bonnet
girl bad used il plentifully, but had red cherries and it stunning parasol

lip rouge, not jef shaded brown lined with cream
realizing that when a woman tans all completed the costume,
coloring, cheeks and lips, lakes on
the skirts are slashed more or
jhrr
n brown tint.
She had also made herj(tiB usually more and every woman
shoes with fancy
jthroat very, very white. Sho looked js wearing
like a clown, but a girl who came lnlKjv(,r 0r cut steel buckles, (iray silk
later was u picture, although she had imne are worn more than black with
used the same aids lo accentuate !ur tlioso shoes. Often a girl with very
slender ankles will wear white stock- beauty.
costume I
As a matter of fact, your throat
ings, and with an
land that part of your chest that Id must confess this fad is rather startl- invariably shown nowadays,, for no;ing,

'also put on brilliant

low-cu-

j

i

!

IV

milo-niaiz- e

-
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Ilrad-flet-
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Foster-Alilbur-
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Costume and the Cubist Coat The Two Styles of the Summer as Sketched by Miss Dryden
you will see Mies Dryden and ldah McGlone Gibson "On the Job."
You must. ..carry a parasol this sum- collar must he whiter
v women, who. on account lone wears
n the sin
the opening of the race tracks and than your face is the sun does not mer and the more brilliant the better.
the international polo games, have re get to your neck so quickly. A ver.v Not in years have the summer hats
rouge can he used been as smalleven
mained in .New York longer this sum- little hrownish-rethe panamas
at the base of your neck to give the
mer than usual.
sold to the
no
those
than
being
larger
Aliss Dryden, the- cleverest fashion idea of sunburn.
Four out of six stylish women wear men.
illustrator in New York, graciously
out and
all black this spring and an
You must let your waist
agreed to draw some of the most
ruffles at the draw your pompadour in.
for The costume, with whit-details of costumes
New Mexican. And a little later, we neck and wrists, on a woman powder
Never since the introduc'.ion of corstrolled up the most beautiful
city ed to simulate tan, is as beautiful as sets have the waists of all women
street in the world and went to tea it is stunning.
been so large. There must be no curve
at the Plaza.
livery season there is one hat that at the waist at all. And your hair
"The styles were never so beauti- takes precedent over all the others. iiitisl follow absolutely the contour of
ful as now," said Miss Dryden, "but," This summer it. is a very small black your head.
she added, as I lifted my eyebrows a turban, with an upstanding frill of
Miss
"Above all else," concluded
little, "they were never so often cari- tulle all about it. You can wear either Dryden, "tell your readers to look
or
or
numedi
feathers
black
not
close
catured by women who are
paradise
and explain to them that lookeven black ribbon bow on it if you natural
observers, and who lack
and being natural are
natural
ing
wish and still he "en regal.."
taste."
For women must
different!
quite
One of the newest and
prettiest conform to the
"Surely, you don't think that woman
accepted straight ilines
satin
black
or
a
white
is
fashions
looks well!" I said.
and
whether they
coloring
skirt made plain and narrow and fold- have healthy
them or not."
"No, of course not," she answered. ed over with a
in
back.
the
slash
deep
"She is a cliorus girl who lias strayed Over this the coat
"That is all right," I, answered, "if
is of
over here from Broadway and she is linen in a
one is slender as you are, bvtt what
cubist design.
big
a fine example of what not to do to he
More than half the women at the are you going to do if you are as fat
in style!"
as I?"
Long Island polo games, who did not
was rarely have on black costumes, wore these
The girl in question
"I'll tell you what I'll do I'll put
beautiful in form and feature, but she gay linen coats over skirts of either us both in the picture and every one
had exaggerated every one of the new black or white.
can see how the stout and slender
ideas.
The smartest coat of this kind at woman looks In today's styles!"
Fashion became folly in her case. the Plaza the day Miss Dryden and I
And sure enough she did, for up in
Her face was covered with the new were there was of brown linen with the corner of this illusttration you
"cubist" powder which all smart New big splashy figures in tan and yellow. will see as they looked on that day
and underneath cn Fifth avenue Helen Dryden and
York women are using. This powder It was a
is a deep tint of yellowish brown and, here was a golden brown waist. With ldah McGlone Gibson!
The

In the upper

ontest Closes at 6 P. M., June 30
a ballot that shows any signs of being tampered with, as it will not be
counted. If such a ballot is handed you, or the figures do not show absolutely
plain and legible, ask the merchant who issues it for another one in its place.
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Do not cast

The Time Is
rTlcnUS

Short-G- et

rvOniCbldlllb
,n4r

Ol

Busy

:
t

should be careful not to make any marks whatever on
ballots, as they run not only a chance of having them

block-printe-

thrown out. but in manv cases will seriously embarrass the contestant they are trying to help.
In case any evidence can be produced that will go to show dishonesty, the contestant will be debarred from further participation in the contest.

WITH ONLY ONE MORE

'

X

of HUSTLE EVERY MINUTE OF THE DAY! You can well afford to
torth every effort to win one of these pianos. Votes can be secured by trading,wlth

of the contest,

put

DAY

it will

be a

matter

cut-awa-

JOHN PFLUEGER

x

may be available until
TUESDAY

MORNING

DI CACC MATE

f LEAjL PIUIC
sixo'clock of that
by the

judges.

THAT

THE BALLOT

0N MONDAY,

BOX

WILL

BE

REMOVED AT THE CLOSE OF BANKING

JUNE 30, TO THE MODERN

GROCERY

x
HOURS

STORE, in order that the box

day.
Promptly at six o'clock the ballot box will be sealed, and the final count madeon
The result will be announced in the issue of THE NEW MEXICAN OF JULY FIRST

P 0N MERCHANDISE: Due Bills count triple votes ; Cash Pur-- 4
Cf
VflTIMfi
HPniII
tUIIPIU OvllClULC chases count double votes; and thirty-da- y accounts count single
votes. ON SUBSCRIPTIONS : Two Thousand Votes to Each Dollar Paid, for those accounts due
and payable before January 1st, IQ13. One Thousand Votes to each dollar paid for running
subscriptions or in advance.
THE STANDING OF THE CANDIDATES ON MONDAY MORNING WAS AS FOLLOWS:

X

1

Carmen Abreu
111,157
Clara Gibson
..104,940
Mrs. V. Casados ...102,440
Nellie Nusbaum
89,570
Tlburcita Gonzales.. 70,29b
Mrs. Fred Alarid ... 66.93C
Mary Quintana .... 66,515
Mrs. W. Parsons . ..- 54,689
Etta Moore
53,535
Mrs. C. Patterson .. 53,138
Mamie Lamberson . 49,50r
Luisita Sena
46,070

Mrs. Thos. Doran..
Mrs. C. F. Kanen ...
Elena Sena
Petrita Delgado ...
Mrs. Fred Hogle ...
Rumaldo Gomez ...
Mrs. G. F. McNItt..
Laura Montoya
Margaret Miller ...
Ruth Nix
Ramona Baca
Lucy Ortiz

.....

37,685
35,230
35,190
29,447
25,785
20,945
20,865
19,140
16,585
16,080
15,685
10,683

Mrs. A. Porterfield

. 10,280

10,280
.
7,603
7.300
.. 7,270
5,085
3,945
2.940
Mrs. J. V. Conway.. 2,670
2.275
Louisa Deitzel .
Mrs. E. N. Peden
2,000
Helen Knapp
1,644

Polly Borrego
Ernestina Delgado
Dorothy Safford
Mrs. J. Muralter
Edna Lutz
Mrs. Gus Koch
Cecelia Palmer

....
...

Mrs.
Mrs.
Lola
Mrs.
Mrs.
Ruth

Dr. McCarthy..
W. B. Prince ..

....

1,595
1,450
1,210
1,195

Michaelson
C. L. Bowlds.
G. W. Armijo.
1.1t5
MendenhaM .. 1,120
1,115
Jean Law
Mrs. R. L. Cooper.. 1,110
Katherine Brown .. 1,085
Edith Hampel
1,095
Anna Dietzel
1,040
Mrs. F. C. Blake
1,040

(

X
X
X

ALLEN'S
FOOT-EAS- E

land, 5G; Pueblo, 60; Rapid City, GO;
Roseburg, 52; Roswell, 62; Salt Uike,
52; San Francisco, 54; Spokane, 56;
Tonopah, 38; Winnemucca, 44.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threat
ening with local thunderstorms, tonif,u or Sun(lay; BligilUv 000,.r to
night.
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
with local showers in north portion
tonight or Sunday.
Conditions.
This morning a trough of low barNeometer extends from western
braska to Arizona, while to the southeast and over the Pacific coast states
the pressure has risen sharply. Much
cloudiness is present in the Rockies,
and westward, with showers in northern New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Washington and Oregon.
Slightly cooler weather is reported from
the Salt Lake basin, eastern Colorado
and northern New Mexico. Conditions
f

-

-

889,370
Nellie Gann
Mrs. W. G. Sargent 776,956
744,071
Lulu Krick
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler 563,206
540,588
Edith Marmon
Mrs. C. Parsons ...465,670
Mrs. Paul Doran ...444,574
Frances Leeson ...273,753
205,930
Ellsa Herrera
141,512
May Closson
138.2D0
Belle Anaya
113,875
Ida Clouthier ..

Another nice
shower yesterday,
and
a cool pleasant afternoon,
some wind. The wind was worse dur- lug the night and at one time reach- ed a velocity of 30 miles an hour. The
temperature reached a high mark of
78 degrees at 1:20 p. in., and the
lowest temperature was about two
hours earlier at 11:10 a. m., when
the thermometer reached as low as
61. This gave an average for the day
of 70 degrees and for the first time
this month a higher average than the
41 year normal for the
same day,
which for June 27th was 68 degrees.
was
The precipitatiou yesterday
0.14 of an inch, running the total for
the month of June so far to over 3
inches, and more than two inches
more than the average rainfall for
this month for the past 41 years.
The lowest temperature last night
was 60 degrees and the low mark refrom the other stations was
as follows:
Amarillo, 66; Bismarck, 62; Poise,!
50; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 70;
Grand
48;
Durango, 56; Flagstaff,
Kansas
5u;
Junction, 66;
Helena,
City, 78: Lander, 50: Los Angeles,
58; Modena, 4.6; Phoenix, GS; Port- with
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in

this

FEDERATION OF
WOMEN'S CLUBS
MEET HERE IN FALL
At a recent meeting of the executive board of the State Federation of
Women's Clubs, the matter of setting
a date for the annual convention was
left to the representatives of the
Woman's Hoard of Trade
aud the
Woman's Club of Santa Fe, which
are to be the hostesses at this year'3
These two organizations
meeting.
have appointed a joint committee of
arrangements as follows: MesdameS
Arthur Seligman. Lorin C. Collins. B.
C. Abbott, J. H. McFie. James Seligman, William If. Pope, Rupert K.
and Miss Conrad. The committee has organized by electing Mrs. Rupert Asplund as chairman, and has set
the date of the convention for October
7 to 10.
Klaborate plans are being made for
the comfort and entertainment of tho
delegates and it is hoped that the Oc- tcber meeting will he the best yet

sec-

with lo(,a, thumer showers

njsnt or

sHI1day.

THE BRILLIANT STARS OF JUNE.ihpjj.
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Ti1(, Btate federation has a member-Saturand Jupiter will al'. be morning gjp 0f SOme forty or more clubs
stars, hut Foley's Honcv and Tar throughout the state, and with the
Compound is at all times the "Star" prospect of a large attendance the
medicine for coughs, colds croup and; women will arrange to secure special
V'hooping cough. A cold in June is as railroad rates for the meeting.
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not
Athletic contests of all kinds at the
if Foley's Honv and Tar Compound is big Fourth of July celebration at Santa Fe, watch for small bills.
The Capital Pharmacy.
into taken.

The Antiserticpowder shaken
the shoes The Standard Remthe teel for a quarter
edy for 30.000
testimonials. Sold
century.
Trade-Harvervwhere, 2V. Sample FRJ-.K- .
Addrewi. Alleo S. Olmsted. I.e Rov.N Y.
Toe Man wtto put the E Ea In FEET- -

i

Fe and reThe Albuquerque-Santturn, road race will be worth coming
miles to see on July 4th.
a

n

Work for the New Mexican. It n
vrorking for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

.1
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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will finish the work of figuring the the speedway in the park and then
averages and in the afternoon prizes headed south for the south country

JOE" RIVERS

IN
ALL

ACTION.

LIGHTWEIGHT

TITLE

BOUTS

NOT AT 133.

over the weight
snarl that nearly caused the blowing
match was
up of the Ritchie-River- s
in Its wannest stage, the statement
was frequently made that all lightbeen
weight championships have
While discussion

HH
5-1-

Standing of the Clubs.

1

1,

$37.65
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.

Via Denver, Colorado Springs

or Pueblo.

Dates of Sale, July J,

(and

5.

Return Limit 30 days from date of sale

,.!'

BASEBALL.

N. E. A.

SALT LAKE, UTAH,
1913.
July

IS

5

Nothing
fought for at 133 ringside.
could be farther from the truth. When
Joe Cans fought Frank Erne for the
championship, Erne permitted the
great negro to weigh 135 at 10 o'clock
in the morning and when Kid Lavig-n- e
a
gave Dick Burge
the Englishman, a chance at the title,
Burge held out for 140 pounds and
after a lot of discussion, in the course
of which the English promoters of
the contest agreed not to bill the
to
affair,
fight as a championship
which Lavigne would not consent,
Burge did not weigh In at all.
After Cans beat Erne for the title
he allowed a number of opponents to
weigh more than 133. Nelson and
Wolgast were the only champions to
stick out for 133 ringside.

Allowed In HoOi Dtrections,

Stop-Over- s

H.S. LUTZ.A6T.,

LETTER

SANTA FE.N.M.

CARRIERS

MEET

IN ANNUAL CONVENTION
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 28.

The seventh annual convention of the
Rocky Mountain District Association
of Letter Carriers, composed of the
states of Colorado, Wyoming, New
Mexico and Arizona, will be held here
tomorrow. A delegate will be selected
to the annual convention of the National body at San Francisco in

1

anti-bettin-

Rivers js powerfully built and has
all the foundation for a great fighter,
except, it has been charged, lack of
nerve.
He backs
up under lire.
When things are going his way and
he is doing the leading, he is like a
tiger, smashing home his terrific
right that carries a sleep wallop. A
right swing, with all the weight of
the body behind it, and ability to de
liver it from any position is his
greatest asset. He is fast and a good
The accompanying fighting pose of the boxer as he actually appears when defensive and offensive boxer. Ritchie
in the ring.
The pose of the arms, will have no cinch when he mixes with
"Mexican Joe" Rivers the lightweight
the face and the crouch are all char- him July 4. While he may win and
who battles Willie Ritchie for the acteristic of the youngster who hopes probably will, he will knowhe has
been in a fight.
title in San Francisco on July 4, shows to annex Ritchie's title.

"FROM DOOLAN TO DOLAN TO DOOIN.

course.
will be awarded.
Senior classes in dumb bells, ladies
William J. Kennedy,
representing
classes, (lancing and young men's the Illinois Athletic club, won the
were
in
speward
exercises,
classes
marathon. His time for the full
Tocial features of the program.
route of 26 miles 3S5 yards, was 3
night a banquet to the visiting sing- hours, 5 minutes, 20 seconds.
ing societies and to the press reports
also
Sidney Hatch, the veteran,
BAN JOHNSON
will be held at East Turner hall. Ad- wearing the I. A. C. colors, was secGOING TO QUIT ditional awards in the special events ond.
announced today were as follows:
Manuel Cooper of the Chicago He120 yards hurdle, first, Harry Rade-ker- , brew institute was third.
Fritz CarlNew York, June 2S. From no less
Cincinnati, 16 seconds, second; son, of the I. A. C. was fourth.
r.n authority than Arthur Irwin, busiKnabenhoelt, Davenport, la.,
One of the runners, John Kallas, of
ness manager of the Yankees, comes William
16
third, Harry Fischer, Cincin- the Chicago Athletic club, was overthe information that. Ban Johhnson
come by the heat, while crossing
nati, 16
president of the American League
In the 600 yard relay race, which Washington Park. He was carried,
down
to
step
since its birth intends
won by North Cincinnati Turn-ve- i unconscious, to a hospital.- He will
aud-'onext winter and will be suc- was
seconds recover.
in one minute, 5
ein
ceeded by Joe-- ' O'Brien, last season's
were announced as folwinners
place
secretary of the Giants.
lows:
WHISK BROOM II WINS
"President' ,1bhnson. while apparentConcordia turnverin of St. Louis,
SUBURBAN HANDICAP.
ly robust, is riot In the best of health second , 1 minute 6 seconds, Philaand this tip that he will step down
Belmont
delphia turngemiende third, 1 minPark, June 2S. Whisk
is no myth. He still will remain to ute, 7 seconds.
Broom II won the suburban handicap
all affeots the man behind the league,
here today. L. A. Hore was second
but active leadership will fall upon
and Meredian third. The time for the
man.
Pres
the shoulder of another
mile and a quarter was 2 minutes flat,
ident BaBn Johnson, the greatest of
a new world's recorri for the distance.
them all, thinks he has earned the
The old record was 2:02
rest and believes he can do the Amer-Under gray skies threatening rain,
can League and baseball just as much
lovers of horse racing trooped to Belof
his
as
the
successor.!
adviser
good
mont Park today for the Suburban
National League.
His contract for twenty years hasj
at a mile and a quarter, the
Pet.
Handicap
Won
Jxst
Club
many years yet to run, but that will
marked
.655 turf classic which formerly
20
38
Philadelphia
make no difference
It
.623 the opening at Sheepshead Bay.
23
38
York
N.'W
Joe O'Brien formerly president, of
26
.559 was transferred to Belmont under the
33
Biooklyn
secre-the American Association, and
31
508 tabloid schedule maintained this year
32
Chicago
tory of the New York (Hants, is slated Pittsburgh
.468 in an attempt to revive racing in the
33
29
to don Johnson's toga. The latter will
Jaws.
37
20
,413 face of the
Louis
remain in harness mitil after the St.
413
37
Eight horses were named to start
25
Boston
world's series next full, but it is his
.381 in the suburban.
39
24
Cincinati
intention to leave the active charge
of his league's affairs with O'Brien.
SQUAW WILL SHARE
American League
The latter will at all times have Ban
DEAD MAN'S FORTUNE.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
Johnson where advicp can be asked,
Spokane, Wash., June 28. Kem- 16
.746
47
Philadelphia
and this will be giv n freely.
27
,597lP'tke Sysic, a squawmore than 50
40
Cleveland
"I know that this information may
.544 years Old, now living In the Colville,
31
37
be too startling for many bugs to swal- Chicago :
.541 Indian reservation in the northeastern
28
33
low at a gulp, but remember when the Boston
.522 part of this state, is entitled to share
32
35
Washington
'I
official announcement is made that
.391 equally with the widow of John Enos,
42
.'..27
Detroit
told you so"
.380 a well known stockman who died in
44
27
St.. Louis
44
.290 1911. The Enos estate is said to be
18
New York
worth upwards of a quarter of a milCHECK MAILED
lion
dollars in ranch lands and SpoWestern League.
FOR SANTA FE
Won Lost Pet. kane real estate.
Club
This was the verdict of a jury to21
.677
44
END OF
Denver ...
28
38
.576, day in the district court here, the
3t. Joseph
29
,5611 Jury finding that the squaw had been
37
"If any one ever thought Santa Fe e Moines
545 the wife of Enos. The evidence went
30
.
.
...36
would not do her part, now is the Lincoln
to show that Enos took the .Indian
.522
32
35
. .
time to withdraw the remark," said Omaha
had
409 woman in the early seventies,
39
27
Sioux
City
mailed
he
Tom Doran last evening as
.385 children by her and then deserted her.
40
25
..
aiTopeka
tr, ivinvnr sellers of Albuouernue.
Enos married his second wife, a
.333
46
23
.
check for $250, the amount asked of Wichita
in
in
Boston
woman,
Portuguese
Santa Fe as a partial guarantee of
the
1910, after bringing her from
the purse in the big Albuquerque-Sant- a
Azores islands.
Fe road race July 4th. The comtime
mittee met Sunday for the first
DEFENSE CONCLUDES IN
National League.
and on two different half days durCUNNINGHAM TRIAL.
Cincinnati.
at
Chicago
ing this week, went out for a part of
Denver, Colo., June 28 The dePitsburgh at St. Louis.
a day and raised the amount guaranfense in the Cunningham trial today
Brooklyn at Philadelphia (2)
teed from Santa Fe.
announced that its testimony would
York.
New
at
Boston
race,
the
Albuquerque, who initiated
be concluded with the reading of
and who is getting the start and finnames and addresses of several thou- American
League.
ish, and who has the most entries,
sands of writers of testimonials en-- j
Cleveland at Chicago.
was only to raise $500, and when the
remedy, for the
Detroit.
dorsiug the anti-fa- t
at
Louis
St.
boosters from the Duke City were
of which W. C. Cunningham and
sale
at
Washington.
Philadelphia
that
admitted
here last week, they
Marjorie Hamilton Cunningham, are
New York at Boston (2)
This
they had been at work on it several
on trial charged with fraud.
weeks and thought they would be able
means that Mrs. Cunningham will not
Association.
American
to get the whole amount $500, pledgtake the stand.
Louisville at, Indianapolis.
ed before the entries closed. Aid
Toledo at Columbus.
some of the Albuquerque people weJ-INDIANA GOVERNOR
Kansas City a t.Minneapolis.
so afraid Santa Fe could not hold up
SAYS NO RACING.
St. Paul.
at
Milwaukee
to
start
the
wanted
her end that they
Indianapolis, Ind., June 28. Goverwhile
held
collection at the meeting
before departing for
nor Ralston
)
they were here last Friday.
issued a statement
today
Gettysburg
Several more entries have been redeclaring there should be no gambling
ceived, according to the Albuquerque
National League.
at the race meeting to be held at the
papers, and already the racing cab
Mineral Springs track near Laporte,
At Philadelphia (first gamel
and
to
the engine
4 6 0
running Brooklyn
stripped
lnd., beginning July 5. The governor
streets
on
seen
the
2
7 0
gears are to be
Philnrlelnhia
said
that if gambling iB begun he will
tuning up for the big race.
Ragon and Fisher; Moore, Rixey use all the powers in the state, if necand Killifer.
essary to stop it. He added, however,
that he did not believe the race manCHAMPION
U.
At Philadelphia (Second game)
would permit betting.
agers
0 fi 0
IS WINNER IN
Brooklyn
0 0 0
TOURNEY Philadelphia
AMMUNITION SEIZED
AT BRIDGETOWN.
(Called end of second inning; rain.)
A
Barbados, June
Bridgetown,
M.
28.
June
England,
Wimbledon,
At New York
number of cases of riiies and ammuniH.. McLoughlin.
the American champ
'3 4 tion were seized here by the govern
Boston
ion, beat W. Ingram three straight New York
10 13 3 ment authorities
today.
They had
the
sets in the fifth round of
Dickson. Noyes and Raridan;
been landed from a mail steamer
lawn tennis championship singles.
Crandal.l
Marquard, Fromme,
three weeks ago and were invoiced as
The score was
and Meyers.
iron morgery.
J. C. Parke, Irish and Scottish chamIt is believed here that the arms
sets.
three
Watson
It.
beat
pion,
American League.
were intended for an agent of Cipriano
Watson yesterday defeatand
At Boston (first game)
Castro, the former Venezuelan
ed Wallace F. Johnson of Philadelphia. New York
6 1". 3
McLoughlin's
Parke is considered
0
9
I
Boston
most dangerous opponent in the final
McConnell, Warhop and Sweeney; PRESIDENT'S FAMILY
honoris here.
Collins and Carrigan.
REACH SUMMER HOME.
In the final match of the fifth round
f. IL, June 28. Mrs.
Cornish,
the
German
champion,
Kreutzer,
Oscar
At Washington-Philadelp- hia
and Miss Eleanor
Woodrow
Wilson
former
Benneth
Howell,
captain
beat
2
3 S
Wilson arrived here today and took
of Cambridge university three sets to
2
8
8
ashington .
possesion of Harlakenden house, their
one.
Houck, Taff, Wyckoff and Schangi summer home. They are hopeful that
It is expected that Mclaughlin will
the president will be able to join them
Monday, Boehling and Henry.
play Parke in the
soon. The patty motored over from
while Doust will be matched against
American Association
the railway station at Windsor, Vt.
The finals of the tournaKreutzer.
At Columbus
ment will, be played Tuesday.
6
5
SERB FEDERATION
Among experis here McLoughlin Toledo
.. 1 11
CONVENTION AT DENVER.
and Kreutzer are the favorites ana Columbus
Turner,
Baskette and Devought;
both are expected to reach the final
Denver, Colo., June 2S. The Serb
Vance and Smith.
round.
federation opened its annaual convenIn the second round of the
tion here today with more than 300
lish doubles match, A. F. Wildin and WEEK'S ATHLETIC CARNIVAL
Servians, Croatians and Montenegrins
STARTS AT CHICAGO. in attendance from all parts of the
M. W. Hillard beat Wallace F. John
28.
M.
111.,
greatthree
June
and
Zinn,
son of Philadelphia
Chicago,
United States. Prof. Michel I. Pupin,
and
est athletic carnival ever held in Chi- of Columbia University, is president
straight sets,
In the second round of the doubles, cago and perhaps on the continent of the organization.
Raho and Kleinschroth of Germany, opened this afternoon at Grant park.
beat TJoust of Australia and Mavrogor The contests began with a marathon PRINTERS WILL ADD
dato of England, three sets to two race, following the long established
TWO STORIES TO HOME.
custom in the Olympic games, and
the score being 6,
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 2S
with
from
week
Sunday,
will close a
An
of about $18,000 is
the National Amateur Athletfc union to be expenditure
TURNER PRIZE
at Ifce
made in improvements
for
CONTESTS END TODAY. championship on the program
Union Printers' home in this city, a
next Saturday.
to a decision reached by the
The ualional iutetscholastic track
Denver, Colo., June 28. Today will
(.cm.mttee of the International Typokind
its
of
first
the
field
meet,
and
contests
mark the ending of the prize
graphical union, which Just completed
Bundes will be run off this afternoon.
incident to the thirty-fir- s
a session here. Most of the fund will
the
witnessed
of
Thousands
persons
Turnfest of the North American Gymbe used for the construciiuu of two
nastic union. Tomorrow morning the start of the marathon race under a additional stories to the library build
the
of
,
crack
At
the
sun.
thirty-sixof
blazing
committee
technical
headed by Alfred Miller of Milwaukee starter's pistol, the runners circled ing.

77

The Philadelphia National league
team carries a utility infielder named
Dolan, who plays second when Otto
Knabo is out of the game.
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BIGGEST SEARCHLIGHT IN
WORLD ON PIKE'S PEAK.
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 28.
One of the most powerful searchlights
ever constructed has been erected on
the summit of Pike's Peak. It is a
duplicate of the searchlights used at
the Fulton celebration on the Hudson
and is expected to have an. illuminating range of fifteen miles. It is of
2 million registered candle, power. It
will be turned on this evening and
probably will be seen for 200 miles. '
WALES ATHLETE
MAKES WORLD'S RECORD.
Cardiff, Wales, June 28. W. F.
today made a world"s record
by running 150 yards in 14 5 seconds at the sports here. He also tied
second for
the British record of 9
the 10 yards. Applegarth ran third in
the final of the 200 meters at the
Olympic games.
The 150 yards world's record of
!
seconds, made by C. G. Wood,
of England, has stood
July Zl,
5

1

5

1S87.

VICE PRESIDENT IS
HOUSE HUNTING.
Washington, D. C, June 28. Vice
President, and Mrs. Marshall are tired
of the "glare and glitter" of one of
Washington's fashionable hotels, and
are now looking about for a house in
which to make their home for the next
four years. They have found the job
of house hunting not an easy one, for
to
the vice president is understood
be firm in his refusal to pay more
than $2,000 a year rent, the figure
tacitly agreed upon by President Wilson's official family as enough to be
spent for a place of abode.
DENVER MAN ARRESTED'
FOR MURDERING GIRL.
June 28. Julius
Denver, Colo.,
Brand was arrested today on a warrant charging him with the murder of
Anna Dell Spencer, a ten year old girl,
Whom Brand ran over with his automobile Thursday afternoon.
The coroner's jury held Brand crimIt
inally responsible for the tragedy.
L. charged that he was exceeding the
speed limit, and that he violated a
city ordinance relative to the passing
of street cars.
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WILL GIVE

$1000

IF I FAIL TO CURE any CANCER or TUMOR
I TREiTBEFORE
it PoisonsBoneor Deep Glands
NO KNlrtGl rAIN
No Pay Until Cured I
"
No X Ray or other
swindle.
An island
plant makes tbe cure

ABSOLUTE
GUARANTEE;
Any TUMCR, LUMP or(

Sore on the lip, face

ItNntftrPalne until Ua.
a tape. l?n.Qkne annir
Beat free;testimonia!sof i
tnousaixw

ANY

Is

curntl

at home '

LUMP IN WOMAN'S

RRFAST

C A N C E H, and if ncclected It always
poison!

deep glands in the armpit, and kills quickly.
Address DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY
' 'Strirtly Rjliablc.' Poor Cared at Half Pricebook
orFr
IB
So. MHIII ST., LOS ANGELES, OIL
KIBDLT SEWD IIS HUMES of tha AFfL!C fEflr
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Above, Mike Doolan, S. S.;

Dolan, 2B.

Below, Charlie

Since Jennings, McGraw and the Bal- What could the Cubs do, with the
Phils one ahead,
timore crew
To try and shove over the tolly
Invented the great inside game,
And Covaleski, Schultz and the Cu- That'd tie up the game in the last of
the ninth
bans
And prepare for a
Made the box scorer's fingers feel
rally?
lame,
(Say, there's one out and two on the
Never a thing that has happened
bases.)
Gets the cheers where the fans are
From the plate, where his big average grew In,
Like the combine that doubles 'em up
Zim slams one toward short and it's
at the plate,
all over quick.
"From
tenth-innin-

1

COIN

Oooin, C.
Sure, 'tis the Harps that hallow the
diamond
As they never did old Tara's halls;
They have tightened up things, 'till
you never get on
Except through a base on balls.
a n c e"
That
"Tinker-to-Evers-to-C- h

thing

Sounded good when the trouble
was brewin',
But it wasn't a shweet sounding
mouthful,

Like

"From

on
uiU

If

ELKS' THEATRE
U i

Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday

ntlM CARLGS DOG.
UUIll

WHET

clean comedy
An exclusive and original creation In the amusement otld.-4- 0 Dogs, 32 Monkeys, 4 Horses, present a
well as amuses all who
as
amazes,
for the old and vounz-- an entertainment that benefits and
rWo.hnur
performance
, .
.
&""t
'
r

NOT PICTURES, A REAL CIRCUS.

PRICES
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KbACn

AND

GRAND

LODGE

CONVENTION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

July 7th to 12th.
RATE FROM
CC
PPO.OiJ
SANTA FE,
Dates of Sale, July 3, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from

dfQ

dateof sale, within which time
original starting point must be
reached. Low rates from all
other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, ' . . New Mexico
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Av
vt all

SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1913.

SAKTA FE ReW MEXiCAfi
STATE SUNDAY SCHOOL

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CONVENTION

(Owing to the great interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its readers to
send in by mall (a postcard will do)
LOCAL
COMMITTEES
FAST COMPLETING
or by telephone (call "31") Items of
ALL NECESSARY
ARRANGEMENTS
FORI""' column. By doing . the read- ers will confer a favor on the New
CONVENTION
OF SUNDAY
SCHOOL
Mexican and on their friends. Com'
WORKERS HERE NEXT WEEK
munlcatlons sent by mail should bear1
'he signature of the writer).

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

PLANS

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

Business

Your Patronage Solicited

...

x x $

x x

ADOLF

DRY

GOODS

GO.

Silk Petticoats Special

At Less Than Cost
MRS. W. LINDHARDT

u

5ELIGMAN

Silk Petticoats in Plain Shades Only
Regular Price, $3.50
OUR SPECIAL PRICE,

Pretty

125 Palace Ave
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5 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price
INSURE Willi HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
$3,800
the Governors and will last through1 of several days at Roswell and viciu-i- '
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price
2,500
nd including evercises in the hall ofjity.
6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
J. G. .Mythen, a former Santa Kean,
3,000
representatives, Thursday evening.
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza, Price
Tuesday evening there will be a wel- - arrived in the city last night and is
4,800
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Francisco
St.
nent educator in .Missouri, being prointended arrival of the delegates.
Round Trip Excursion Fare,
Special rates good until July Sth fessor of Latin at the Tarkio college,
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Kaune's store.
be unsealed and the contents publicly
All
seeking protection from the slorm. was carried down a mile and a half,
announced at the above named time
Rain came In torrents and before the but the fact, of his being an expert
most
are
Knights
and place.
sheep could be moved, water had swimmer and able to keep conscious
cordially invited.
The right is reserved to reject any
rushed down from adjacent hill sides nf;ss evt.n after being hit in the face
A. P. HILL, C. C.
or all bids.
and overwhelmed them. About eleven i,y the logs and rubbish saved his
!A RE1NC.ARDT,
K. of R. and 3.
CKLSO LOPEZ.
hundred were drowned in a pile, being n,,,, j(e finally swam a log until he
Mayor.
.
mostly ewes. This means a loss of was abe to reach shol.e 0 the th
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA FACCNfiO ORTIZ, Cify Cleik.
side. Just able to crawl to an old
nearly $4,000. Artesia Advocate.
Lodge No. 259, holds iti regular
cabin near by, there he Bpent two days
meeting on the first Thursday of each A WORKER APPRECIATES THIS.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Farmington in Line.
and a night before he could be taken!
Win. Morris, a resident of Florence,
On Monday night
a meeting of en the other side, the river being so
Visitiug brothers are invited and wel (,reR01 says: "For the last fourteen
several jnterested citizens was held high the horses refused to cross. Mr.
ytars my kidneys and bladder incapac
BENITO ALARID, President.
to devise ways and means of more Goodnight took rope and horses at
itated me for all work. About eight
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
successfully looking after civic mat- last, and got him across.
months ago I began using Foley Kidters in which both town and surroundThe shock was so severe that be did
ney
Pills, and they have done what
ODD FELLOWS,
ing country are interested. Although not suffer for food hut his wife
other medicines failed to do, and now
wrapNo. 2, I. O. O. F.
I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley
ped sandwiches in cloth and placed
D
WiilnovJ Dillc " Tho rnnilal Phnrmnrv
them between stoues and they were
meets regularly
thrown over to him. He was much
FAMOl'S
ST. MARY'S, AT ROCHESTER, MINN., THE MAYO BROTHERS'
HOSPITAL.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
I ruised and sore
but being young antf
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth"In
a
thousand
Or.
said
Will
of
The
cases,'
great difficulty physicians have erg alw&ya welcoma
strong his fearful experience now Tells Special Correspondent
The,
Thousand
a
New Mexican That
seems without any serious effect.
.Mayo to me. "that have been treated 'had in treatimz cancer ia ihut thev
Cases Treated, of Which 25 Per;l)y 1IS we mve ,mIm, that cancer Is have not been able to
He says one experience is enough
get at the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Cent Were Cured, Is tne Proof
for him and that be would not cross
curable if diagnosis of the disease is case soon enough. The
patient has x
the river again even if it was dry.
Upon Physicians Thorough made early enough and the patient
Urges
Advice to Expectant Mothers Roy Spanish American.
either not gone to a doctor or in exExamination on the Least Suspicion is given immediate treatment."
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
of the Dread Disease, and Then Implaining his symptoms the doctor has
is
the
this
noted
That
most
message
mediate Treatment.
The experience of Motherhood is a trybeen lead to believe something else
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
Murder Uncovered.
surgeon sends to the readers of The was
wrong.
ing one to most women 'and marks disCity Attorney.
A
band
of
for
cowboys
searching
By A. F. Ferguson.
tinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one
Dr. Mayo deplores
this silunlion. Capital City Bank Building,
woman in a hundred is prepared or un- stray cattle on the ranch of Col.
Minn., June 2S. You
Rochester,
Rooms
&
Ho declares that physicians make a
derstands how to properly care for her- Ownby, last Sunday afternoon, found have heard of the Mayos, who have
Santa Fe, New Mexico
exnot
to
mistake
more
give
thorough
noted
self. Of course nearly every woman the dead and decomposed body of a
ad(? the,r Minnesota
vi,lage
man with the skull crushed in, lying
TIME TABLE
He advocates the exploraamination.
nowadays has medical treatment at such
because they the Mayos are the
G. W. PRICHARD,
of the line
on
the
road
Colfax
south
the
but
in the world
tion of the affected region the minute
many approach
times,
experimost
famous surgeons
.
CounseHor-at-Lawand
Attorney
Effective January 1st, 1913.
ence with an organism unfitted for the in an almost inaccessible part of the today.
there is a least suspicion that cancer
Practices in all the District Co'irtt
They quickly reported
in. And if the exploration detrial of strength, and when it is over mountains.
set
has
a
few
read
something
and gives special attention to casei
Perhaps you
and on Monday
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 8. m. to con
her system has received a shock from their discovery,
velops the presence of the disease an hefnrft thfi Stata Riinreme Court.
ago about an address Dr. Wilnect with No. 3 westbound and
which it is hard to recover. Following Dr. T. B. Lyon, Colfax county health days
immediate
be
should
peroperation
to
the' American
liam J. Mayo made
offlce. Laughlin Bldg-- ( santa Fe, N. M
No. 10 eastbound.
by Deputy Sheriff
formed.
right upon this comes the nervous strain officer, accompanied
Medical association at Minneapolis on
of caring for the child, and a distinct Thacker and two men from the Floyd
The operation consists in cutting Chas. F. Eacley,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
the subject of cancer of the stomach
. Chas. ft. Easley
to
"a
with
box
scene
drove
the
results.
mother
livery,
in
the
change
m.
cancers.
diseased
of
of
all
the
most
dreadful
every
away
the
particle
EASLEY & EA'JLEY,
in which to deposit the remains. They
tissue. Not a single portion can be
There is nothing more charming than found the body in bad condition, havNo. 3 carries passeneers to Albuaw.
That address has been variously in
Attorneys-a- t
left, for the germ that causes cancer.
a happy and healthy mother of children, ing been exposed to the elements for terpreted in public prints.
In one
Practice In the Courts nd Defers
querque, locally, and to Pacific
under the right
which is itself yet undiscovered, canand indeed child-birt- h
Dr.
saw
stated
that
it
Coast points.
I
evitwo
Land Department
newspaper
but
the
months,
probably
to
hazard
or
health
no
not
be
killed.
be
It
need
eliminated
must
be
conditions
dences of foul play were unmistak- Mayo had announced a cure for cancer
Land grants and titles examined.
Leave
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conia
The unexplainable thing
absolutely.
beauty.
So I came here to
able, as the entire back of the head of the stomach.
Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Ettas
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
Dr. Mayo addressed himself particu
that, with all the evidence of shattered had been crushed, as with a heavy Rochester to get from Dr. Mayo himcia, N. M.
No, 2, eastbound. connecting at
nerves and broken health resulting from rock.
larly to cancer of the stomach in his
"Cut-ott- "
It was decided to bury on the self exactly what was the meaning of
with
Albuquerque
an unprepared condition, and with amto
the
medical
He
association.
paper
spot, and this was done. The body his words.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Clovis and Per.oi Valfor
train
to
not
did
ple time in which to prepare, women had evidently been dragged to tho
refer
any other form of
Here is what the great surgeon said,
Dentist
ley points.
will persist in going blindly to the trial.
cancer, and he would not permit me
spot where found, as the coat and hat in brief:
Ov.'
Spitz
Jewelry Stor.
to quote him on any other form.
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
not
should
dis
have
time
were
brothers
Returning,
The
some
this
at
woman
rely
distance
Mayo
away.
Rooms 1. 2 and 1.
Every
m.
cancer.
for
cure
cancer
can
Pinkham's
But
a
be
covered
E.
same
the
Vegetable Deputy Sheriff Thacker immediate
treated
upon Lydia
pnone Red 6.
way wherever if. occurs, another sur- Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conBut Dr. Mayo believes knows that
Compound, a most valuable tonic and ly got to work and located a man in
offlce HoUrg g a. m. to
p. nv
female
told
me. The point is to recogorganism.
geon
Brilliant camp who identified the vic cancer is curable.
nect with No. 7 westbound
invigorator of the
And by Appointment
nize the disease and then go after it.
El Paso sleeper, also No.
tim as Jack Burlegas, who had been
Dr. Will Mayo has treated hund
DR. WILL J. MAYO.
In many homes
4 eastbound.
The Drs. Mayo have made ihis little
missing for about two months. Burle reds of cases of cancer of the stom
once childless there
gas at that time was living in a cabin ach. His brother has treated hund- New Mexican. And that is all he said. town of Rochester the Mecca of thei C. C.
are now children beReturning, arrive Santa Fe 8:36 p.
with two other Slav (miners,
and reds more. They have studied it, from It is all that is necessary.
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
It shows medical profession the world over. The
m.
cause of the fact
'
when last seen was in company with every point of view. They have had the Mayo system of doing things. He whole town is a hospital.
's
that Lydia E.
18-Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
Bid
Calls
one of them headed into the moun- cases to deal with where the rotting waited until he haJ treated
g.
Laughlin
more
Every other house an invalids' home. Rooms
Vegetable
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
in the direction of the spot of the tissues had gone on for years than a thousand cases. He studied And the two simple, earnest men who promply attended day or night.
tains
Compound makes
No. 9 westbound.
where the body was found. One story and it was practically impossible to them all. He knew that,
have made it and who are known
women normal,
4
ts
7
2
If
to
8
to
to
1
a.
that
he
m..
n
m.,
p.
returned
and
disap-id.Dr.
were
p.
cured. He knew here as
.Will and Dr. Charlie go
They of these people
again
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
anything for the patient.
healthy and strong.
peared, and another that he did not re-- 1 have had people come to them to be why. He knew what he and his asso- from consulting room fo hospital, from
It will not pay you to waste yout
If you want special advice write to turn at all. The man with whom he treated for something else and found ciates had actually accomplished. hospital to hotel, from hotel to board
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confl was seen has not been in camp for that what really troubled them was Then he announced to the world flatly ing house and from boarding house to time writing out your legl forms
And they that he had found a way to eliminate cottage, day In and day out. minister when you get them already printed
dential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will some time, and cannot be found. His i cancer of the stomach.
be opened, read and answered by a name is George Abeam icic. The victim) have affected 25 per cent of positive cancer from the list o( fatal human ing to the sick and afflicted, rebuild at the New Mexican Printing
woman and held in strict confidence. is known to have had $600 or $700 in 'cures.
ills.
ing broken hulks of humanity.
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OFFICIAL

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every ilour

Four Weeks Institute In Rio Arriba.
The county institute of liio Arriba
county opens .Monday at Kl Rito for a
four weeks' session, and a successful
meeting is anticipated.

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

!

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money

will buy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un
der 15 years of age, who cnl'ezU the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

WEWS-F1"-

Best Assorted Line of

SANTA FE HELPED

"

ing no saving clause, and having no
provision to bring suits for delinquent taxes In the future.
Chapter 84, laws of 1:113. provides
that after due publication is made by
the collector, he may offer for sale
separately, and In consecutive order,
each parcel of property upon which
any taxes are due, but makes no pro- vision for the bringing of suits.
Please.givp me your opinion on the
subject, and oblige,
Yours very truly,
READ.
"ALEXANDER
District Attorney First Judicial Dis-

Five Institutes Holding Exams. Today
Five institutes are concluding their
examinations today, being those of
the counties of Kanta Fe, San .Miguel,
Sandoval, Valencia and Socorro.

SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1913.

Embroidered

BY IUDGE McFIE
MISS

MANETTE

MYERS

WAGNER

HUSIASM-PROF.

STRUCTORS

AROUSES

SPEAX,

ALSO
PASSED

HE IS URGED TO TELL

ENT-

AND

OF

IN-

MR.
AND NEW

CLIFF

TO

THE

IN

HIS

ST. LOUIS
NATIVE

THE LAND

ABOUT

DWELLINGS,

AND

DOES

TIMES.

TOWN

MISS A. MUGLER

SHOWS

PICTURES.

MEXICAN THANKED.

In White

pieces, Scarfs, etc.

SO

SPEAKS

AND

Floss

and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C, Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen, Art CenterStamped

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Judge McFie, who visited his old
Thursday afternoon, Miss Mauette
Myers, state superintendent of indus- home at Colterville, Illinois, and who UTAH RIVER IS
FLOODING COUNTRY.
trial work being present at the insti- was present before going there at the
Dove Season is Near.
tute the regular work was dispensed
Utah, June 2N. The Ashley
Vernal,
on
is
doves
season
an
There
committee
of
the
open
managing
No.
river here, swollen by heavy rains of
with, and a profitable time spent for meeting
4
from the 1st of July till the 3oth of
of the American School of Archaeo- the
to
moments
that
a
few
young
past 30 hours, has passed all prelistening
trict.
September, and many of our sportsSanta Fe, N. ;VT., June 27. lady talk on the Bubject with which logical Institute at St. Louis, Missouri, vious flood stages by from six to ten
men are cleaning their guns and
she is so well conversant. Miss Myers did not forget the land of his adop- feet, has inundated many ranches,
Hon. Alexander Read,
paring for the annual slaughter.
j
District Attorney, Santa Fe. N. M. interspersed her remarks with the tion. He had hardly turned around in driven their occupants into flight for
narration of several well chosen leg- St. Louis before he was called on their lives and destroyed property esjDear Sir:
Admitted to Do Business.
the points that by the St. Louis Times, by one of the timated at $100,000. A further rise,
I have just received your letter of ends to illustrate
j
inOn recommendation of the state
a
Miss Myers aroused
in which you say you have she made,
yesterday
.leading men of the editorial staff, and which is expected tonight, will place
surance commissioner, the state cor- received
tax Jists of good deal of enthusiasm, paid a com- he gave that paper a column interview this city In grave danger as irrigation
the
delinquent
poration commission has granted per- San Juan
county for 1910 and 1911 pliment to the county superintendent on the subject of cliff dwellings and canals can carry no more surplus wamission to the London and Lancafor the purpose of bringing Buits for and to Conductor J. II. Wagner, and the people of the southwest. The in- ter.
comAccident
and
shire Guarantee
the collection of same, but that you the institute joined her in a hearty terview reveals th-- fact
pany to do business In the state of are in doubt as to whether or not round of applause for these officials, overlooked that the school ofgenerally
archaeo THREE ARBITRATION
New Mexico.
suits can be brought under the pro- for the work that thev had done, and logy of Santa Fe is only one of several
TREATIES EXTENDED.
visions of chapter 22 of the laws of also for Miss Hancock and Miss
maintained by the United States govI). C, June 28. The
Washington,
Tax Returns Should Be Published.
1899 as that chapter is repealed by
the instructors, which was giv- ernment.
There are schools at Jeruspecial arbitration treaties with Jaen heartily.
The concensus of opinion among chapter 84 of the laws of 1913.
Athens
and
Santa
Fe,
salem, Rome,
pan, Sweden and Portugal, which
NON-KIN- K!
T assume
the public officials and many others
Prof. Wagner was called on and re- and now the government is contem- would
that these tax lists of
have expired
by limitation
seems to be that the tax returns of which you speak have been published sponded with well chosen and sin- plating the establishment of a similar within the next
were today
month,
every county should be published for under the old law, but as the law of cere words of appreciation of the school in China. The interview given extended by protocols signed by Secdo not work of the institute and gave some by the judge makes an interesting
the benefit of all the tax payers. As 1S99 is absolutely repealed,
is the best that can
Bryan, the Japanese ambassaf
of the Isee how anything can be done in ac- excellent counsel to the teachers. The column on the subject of the work retary
things stand now, not
dor and the Swedish and Portuguese
be produced. It is
It
seems
in
its
with
voiced
of
icordance
their
idea
each
done
the
also
souhtwest
the
instructors
have
stale
the
provisions.
by
any
taxpayers
being
made by the Boston
what the returns are, a matter of Im therefore, that we must look only to pleasure and appreciation of the four Santa Fe school. While in St. Louis ministers,
Woven Hose& Rubto
Conas
new
the
for
a
statutes
to
he was in consultation with President
weeks work, and Superintendent
guide
portance which they are entitled
TWO CHILDREN DROWN
ber Co., the largest
how these delinquent taxes can be way, in his practical, sincere manner, F. W. Shipley, at whose home the man
know.
IN IRRIGATION RESERVOIR.
NON-KIN- K
collected.
in the world.
In closing he pre agers' meeting was held.
also responded.
Cheyenne, Wyo., June 28. Two sons
From St. Louis, Judge McFie went
Hy section 34 of chapter 84 of the sented each of the three instructors
is a superior
Enforcing Motor Vehicle Law.
of 1913 it is made the duty of with a gift from himself and Sirs. to his old home in Illinois, Colterville of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gose, aged 12
moulded pure
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero laws
the
to prepare and publish Conway as tokens of appreciation of being about 40 miles east of the Mis- and 9 years, were drowned in the irricollector
is busy nowadays looking after the
Para Rubber.
This is the first gating reservoir on the Gose rancli
souri metropolis.
enforcement of the law which was for four weeks notice that he will on the work done by them.
in the notice at the
The adjourned meeting of the coun- time in 20 years that the judge has near Upton, Wyo., yesterday. When
passed by the last state legislature Ith9 dav specified
of ,en 'clock in t,le forenoon at ty association was held and the re- had the pleasure of visiting his birth- - found the two were clasped in each
and recently printed In the New
Red Color
the county, offer port of the committee on resolution place, and he found many changes, otllers arms, tne eiaer apparently
ren.iirinir the aufomohilists and!the co,lrt nUse
and a Popular
dietl in 811 effort to "ave h,s
of which were very sad, and oth-- j '
of the state to pay a for sale separately and in consecutive was read and accepted as follows:
motorcyclists
on Resolved :
Seller with
ers full of joy, in the greetings of old brother.
license. Most of them are coming order, each parcel of property
"
as That we extend our most cordial acquaintances.
us for 5 years.
He reports that thej
through all right, but some have been which any taxes are delinquent
wuiiifc.
rather tardy in their stepping up to shown by the tax rolls, or so much thanks to the board of education for country, which is in the great wheat
Fully Guarthe captain's office and settling, and thereof as may be necessary to real- the use of this building and equip belt of the middle west looked at its, The collector ol internal revenue
anteed and
ize the respective amounts due.
ment during the session of our
had
better look a "leetle oudt."
an Extra Qood
best, the harvesting machines on the ogain calls attention to the fact that II- This language is sufficiently broad
on censes of all retail and wholesalers in
prosperous farms being heard
Quality.
We appreciate and are grateful for
The Workings of the New Tax Law. to include not only the taxes shown
liquor, rectifiers and dealers in malt
every side, cutting the golden grain.
by the tax rolls of the next preceding the various addresses which we have
it was at Colterville that the judge l:quors and corporation taxes must be
Santa Fe, N. M., June 25. lyear, but all delinquent taxes for ear- listened to from Governor McDonald.
saw two houses that he had built years paid on or before the 30th day of June.
Hon. Frank W. Clancy, Attorney Gen- lier
years, and it is my opinion that Senator Catron, Mr. Sena and all other
eral, Santa Fe, N. M.
ago and the home of Mrs. McFie, and
the collector in publishing his notice speakers during the institution.
Sir I have received the delinquent should
We wish to extend
the sincere many familiar landmarks, and,, of
specify the years for which
tax lists for San Juan county for the taxes are
which will be thanks of this institute to Superintend- course, missed many familiar builddelinquent
years of 1910 and 1911, for the pur- included in the sale, and not limit ent White, Mr. Asplttnd, Mr. Baca ings and the faces of many who had
pose of bringing suits for the collec- his notice to one year only. Then he Miss
for passed as we would say, in this west
Myers and Miss Wientge
tion of the same, and am somewhat would sell each
ern country the great divide.
of property on their assistance and
parcel
in doubt as to whether or not suits the tax rolls of the
On Saturday night while there he
several years upon which they have manifested towards
can be brought under the provisions which
this institute and for the instructive gave a talk on Santa Fe at the opera
any taxes are delinquent.
of Chapter 22 of the laws of 1899, as
There can he no doubt that the gen- talks with which they favored us.
house, and between reels, presented
this chapter is repealed by chapter eral omnibus tax suits based upon the
To our county superintendent and some ;!2 stereopticon views which he
84 of the laws of 1913,
and as to whole delinquent tax list, can no lon- his assistant, we wish to manifest our had taken with him, showing points of
whether or not the law of 1913, takes ger be brought.
deepest gratefulness for their aid in interest, and public buildings in this
away the remedy, to bring suits, for
Yours truly,
our behalt and tor the interest they city, and views of the cliff dwellings
the years old 1910 and 1911.
PRANK W. CLANCY,
have taken in each member of the In- adjacent thereto. The talk, one can
Chapter 84, of the laws of 1913, hav- Attorney (leneral. stitute and also for the social hour Imagine, he says was, a new topic
t ) the people there, and they were
which they extended to us.
Mr. Wagner. Miss Hilliard and Miss greatly interested. The following day
as cash of you would not have an Hancock, to you we are indebted for he addressed the Sunday school chil
account with us.A
your most beneficial instructions and dren aP the church of which he had
LADIES' TRIMMED HATS, VAL- - wise counnsel by which you have pre formerly been a member and where he
uca UK ,u
THIS WEEK'S pared us for the coming school year, first was a communicant.
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican. If vour business SPECIAL PRICE, $2.95. THE WHITE and we thunk you most heartily.
One pleasure of the trip east was
W. Q. SARGENT,
We also wish to show our grateful the reunion of the judge with Miss
Is about advertising, subscriptions 0r H0USE"
offlcers Elected At the meeting of appreciation for th,; many
musical Mary and John McFie, the latter comJob work, please call up "286." If
W. H. MENDENHALL,
council of Kadosh Not 1, A. numbers rendered to us by our memyou wish to speak to the editor or give
ing over to Chicago, from Ann Arbor,
K- iA- 'ast evening the following bers and friends.
any news, please phone "31 "
Michigan, where he is attending ths
were
to
We
serve
elected
recommend
for
.
that
the
the
superin- law school of that great university.
jonicers
our
extent
elltiUmK
to
year: uias. al. Stauffer, tendent
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OFFERINGS
special thanks
Miss Mary McFie will take a course
TheDe Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
THIS
WEEK AT
THE
WHITE commander: B. J. DeArcy. first lieu the Santa Fe New Mexican for publish- o' music in Chicago, to more fully
tenant commander;
H. S. Bowman, ing the daily proceedings of our instiHOUSE.
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
equip herself for the work which she
Read Andrews' Special for Moonday second lieutenant commander; Llewel- tute.
will take up at the New Mexico Unicom
all
and
the
The secretary of the association will
papered. Many private baths
shows you how to get 25 lbs. sugar lyn C. Hall, chancellor; R. L. Cooper,
versity in the fall.
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enter
these
orator;
'$1.00.
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first-clasresolutions
for
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minutes
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this
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GREEN TAG SALE ON HART
recorder;
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHING, Cart wright, treasurer; George A. Rid- ward a copy to the Santa Fe New
JULY 1st TO JULY 12th. THE HUB. dle, tyler. The installation of these Mexican for publication.
FOR SALE All kinds of building :omcers wil1 ta,ie Place at the regular
Signed, Lena Lorenzo, Ramon R.
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
Quintana, Pedro Trujlllo, Charles H.
meeting ot July.
FOR RENT To gentlemen,
fur- Gooch, Nellie C. Conway, Resolutions
The best laying hens, White Leghorn. Have a few left 75c each. C. nished room, all conveniences, in Cap- committee.
ital City Rank building. Joseph B.
The examinations are being taken
H. Smith, 507 College St.
by most of the teachers in attendance
License Nnmhers,
Day or Night Phone, 110 Main.
Arrange to spend the Fourth at Hayward, Mgr.
DO YOU KNOW WHAT GREEN at the institute.
They have taken
Santa Fe.
fice.
Door
to
Postof
Next
SALE MEANS
TO
DRESS BETTER AND PAY LESS TAG
YOU? hold in the right spirit and as the
MEANS THAT YOU ARE GETTING Questions are nearly all reasonable
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
The sooner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe HIGH CLASS CLOTHING FOR LESS ones, are hopeful of success.
The faculty of the institute, IncludTHE HUB.
and cake box tobacco, the sooner you MONEY.
It is of paramount importance when ing Superintendent and Mrs. Conway,
will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's
you have a prescription filled that you were most pleasantly entertained at
I'harmacy.
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
WE HAVE
A
FEW
SUMMER secure drugs of known strength and dinner Wednesday evening, by ProfesWe fill your prescriptions sor and Mrs. J. H. Wagner at their
purity.
41 F ALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages DRESSES LEFT AND WE ARE WIL with
the best drugs and .chemicals. home on Chapelle street.
LING TO CLOSE THEM OUT AT
Zooks Pharmacy..
COST. SALMONS'.
Wedding Boquets.
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
SILK, LINGEREE. RATINE AND WILL SPEAK AT
Well, if you didn't get a Piano, you
GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE.
Designs and Floral Decorations.
can have music, anyway.
Andrews CREPE DRESSES; VALUES UP TO
will give you a Phonograph.
$12.50,
THIS
WEEK'S
SPECIAL
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 28.
Remember the Silk Fags One
$4.95, THE WHITE HOUSE.
Black
Phone
Phone Black
dred children in this city are to get
Ready For Business The building Governor Emmet O'Neill of Alabama,
silk flags on or after the Fourth. The recently erected by the Martindale has accepted an invitation to speak
first 10 children who caa and will sing, Construction company, for the Gross-Kell- at the conference of governors here
and will come to the uhearsui's, and
company, near the depot is in August. He will give an address
will meet at the high schcol builJ-in- ready for occupancy, and goods have on the "distrust of state legislators,
next Tuesday afternoon at 3 already arrived and one of the wagons the causes and remedy."
o'clock, and practice the songs, air be for that company is now on the
GARAGE COLLAPSES
present and sing the songs at the ground. The new firm will open th
AND INJURES FIFTEEN.
plaza on July 4th, will each be given a 51,1 of July. The Martindale people
Cleveland, Ohio, June 2$. A por
'ave also completed the new state tion
sink copy of Old Glory.
of the wall and a scaffolding on
TRADE AT THE WHITE HOUSE warehouse near the building mention-ANEuclid Square gaiage collapsed today.
SAVE MONEY.
ed, which is for the use of the state
Five were
burying fifteen workmen.
FOR RENT Desirable suite office engineer and the storing of tools
out badly Injured and rushed to
in Capital City Bank building. longing to the state and used in the taken
a hospital.
construction of public highways. The
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
YOU CAN
BUY
ANY
LADIES' warehouse is located on the line of the
TUITION FEES.
LONG SUMMER COAT AT 15
RE- - Santa Fe, and where equipment can be
One hour, dictation,
for speed in
DUCTION DURING
NEXT WEEK. easily shipped to needed points.
(viva
shorthand,
$1.25
voce)
I I
SALMONS'.
Ankle Broken Maior A. H. Whit- ...... One hour, dictation,
ou u Tina yourany system,
Put thj rest in the oanKOur tooth brushes represent
and Mr. and Mrs. S. .Powers
$1.00.
(phonograph)
treiue values. They are carefully motored over from Las Vegas yester-madself in the best of company your troubles
Five hours, dictation, for speed in
Bristles will not come out. day. When a few miles out of town.
I I We
shorthand, one hour daily, (phonolighter your purse neavter if you buy a
buy them direct from best im- - engine trouble caused the car to ston. graph) $4.00.
II
Mrs. Whitmore was walking around
porters. Zook's Pharmacy.
Ford and join the happy throng of those
Teaching, any one
subject, per
brick, modern, close in, large the car while the men were fixing it hour $1.23.
who Know car comfort plus service satisfacwhen she turned her ankle on a stone.
lot, $3000.00.
Machine
practice, or private letter
tion.
modern brick, close in, $4000. As soon as the party reached Santa
"First, figure up your weekly loss of eggs and poultry; then go to
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
THE RELIABLE HARDWARE CO.; figure up the cost of a neat and
brick, modern, Fe a doctor was summoned and he
Per
five
hours
five
week,
daily,
days
More than 275,000 Fords now in service
found a small bone In the ankle
durable poultry fencing Subtract the two sums and thank me for the
large grounds. $4000.00.
week tuition $6.00.
A plaster cast has been put on,
I
of their wonderful
evidence
JOHN W.MAYES.
convincing
suggestion. .Now, the same Idea applies to your truck garden and your
Per month, five hours daily, five
and Mrs. Whitmore will be confined
I
property. Enough of their poultry fencing will keep your fowls properly,
Laughlin Bldg.. Phone 194 W.
merit. Runabout, $."25; Touring Car, $600:
days week, tuition $20.00.
to her bed for several days.
will cost very little and will be the best Investment you ever made on
III
Life scholarship for shorthand, type
BARGAINS"ON
NOTICE
THE
with
BIG
f.o.b.
all
Detroit,
Town Car, $S00
the farm Figure with them on their new mesh sectional and barbed wire
DISPLAY AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
$100.00.
writing,
spelling
I
"Ford
Times"
Get
interesting
equipment.
REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
Don't forget my address.
fencings, you'll save trouble and money
Life scholarship for above, and any
Andrews' Special for Monday:
25
I
from factory, Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
WILL ADMIT CHINESE. and all commercial
lbs. of sugar for $1.00. With an order
or ten of
subjects,
I
Hardware Co., Agt.
Company.
for other goods amounting to $5.00, D Colon, Panama,. June i. 28. President the subjects named:
Bookkeeping,
J
!. .J touay
10 uau a specu-ulluo piuuiid-.'total $6.00, besides the sugar. For inarithmetic,
banking,
advertising,
flour, meats, vegetables, ce- meeting ot the assembly to obtain a ciedit, science, civil service, commerstance,
WOOD-DAVI- S
CO.
reals, canned
goods."
soaps, rice, nodification of the more stringent cial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
matches, goods you are going to buy provisions of the law restricting Chi- Insurance, normal, public
speaking,
I
soon. Besides, this will be $6.00 to nese immigration.
penmanship,
PhoneU. "If It's Hardware We Have It." Phone 14
salesmanship, system,
He
did
this in Jteply to a delegation voice culture $250.00.
wards the $25.00 purchases to secure
a
hornless
THE
Phonograph: from the Colon chamber of commerce,
This is not a cash special; if you have which, together with the nuhlir. svm- SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
an account with us you are at aood pathizers with the Chinese.
New Mexico.
j
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